We are:

• The one and only voice of the electrical contracting sector at EU level!

• We represent the professionals implementing the green & digital transition, with our key focuses on: skills & labour shortages, electrification, energy efficiency, deployment of smart & renewable solutions

• Active since 1954

• 14 members* in 12 European countries with equal rights

• Part of influential European alliances & networks

• Engaging on all key regulatory topics with top EU policymakers

• Coordinating 5 fully functioning working groups

*all members are national electrical contracting associations (sometimes they also represent the HVAC sector or other craftsmanship)
Some of our latest achievements:

• The 4 main political groups in the European Parliament are supporting our policy asks in ongoing legislative revisions (“Fit for 55 package”/Green Deal)
• Our Skills4Climate campaign is backed by 18 European associations
• We released a landmark report on business opportunities since Covid in our sector
• We coordinated a meeting between European and US contractors in Paris
What can bring you?

• **Strategic information to anticipate future trends at European level:** Get clear and first-hand access to information on European Union policies impacting your specific sector; Explore what other countries are doing

• **Networking & Best practices:** Join an enthusiastic community of like-minded associations across Europe (and beyond) who share your issues and can bring new ideas, through our 5 working groups, webinars and annual summit

• **Exposure & Influence:** Directly connect with EU policymakers and thought leaders to make your sector’s voice heard; Shape EuropeOn’s positions
What can bring you?

EuropeOn
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION

Our **annual summit & general assembly** gather enthusiastic CEOs of associations and electrical contractors from across Europe (and beyond: US, Canada...)

**Webinars/roundtables** with your European colleagues - examples from 2022:

- Strengthening our role in the value chain: how can electrical contractors up-sell?
- Attracting women in our professions
- Russian crisis, supply shortages and the green transition
- Assessing AFDDs (arc fault detection devices)
- Participation/visibility in **EU events** (EU Sustainable energy week, Solar Power summit, Skills week...)

Recent article from our Dutch member (26/4/2022):

• "In Brussels, we are stronger together”
• "This is in Brussels that laws that impact entrepreneurs are increasingly made. It's logical, because digitization, labour market and decarbonisation issues do not stop at the national border“
• “We are increasingly sitting at the table in Brussels”
• “We are also happy to share our knowledge internationally. We presented to the EU Commission how we want to tackle the shortage of technical professionals in the Netherlands and how the EU can help.”
• “We are represented as much as possible by our European umbrella organizations EuropeOn”
Contact us!

Julie Beaufils
General Secretary

info@europe-on.org